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Abstract—The most important feature of 3G mobile cellular network is introduction of voice data integrated service under multilayered cell environment to support overflow traffic of lower layered cells by upper ones. This paper deals with traffic model of three layered cells, i.e., micro cell, macro cell and satellite cell. Here a new call admission control is introduced for three layered cell of 3G mobile cellular network. State transition chain is designed for theoretical analysis of above mentioned traffic. Blocking probability of data call, new voice call and handover failure of voice call, probability of utilization of micro cell channel, macro cell channel and satellite cell channel are analyzed against different traffic parameters and yield logical results.
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1. Introduction

Mobile cellular communication system is the most rapidly changing technology in the field of telecommunications. The coverage area of mobile cellular network has been expanded from urban micro cell to indoor pico cell. As the mobile cellular network moves towards 3G technology, one of the objectives is the use of single wireless system to support a variety of services including voice, data and voice in various forms mentioned in [1, 2]. The 3G mobile technology had combined both satellite and terrestrial networks together, and three- or four-layer cell structure (several micro cells are overlaid by a macro cell and again few macro cells are overlaid by a big satellite cell) is provided to combat network congestion summarized in [3–5]. Channel assignment and power control is really a cumbersome job for this type of cell configuration, but power control part is beyond the scope of this paper; the authors analyze here only channel allocation. Usually in multilayered cell any new arrival will first search for a channel from micro cell and will route to macro cell in case of unavailability of free channel in a given micro cell. A call will only route to satellite cell if both micro and macro cells are found occupied. If any call continuing in macro or satellite cell finds free channel in micro cell, it will take-back [6] to that micro cell; take-back might take place even between satellite cell and macro cell. Multilayer cell architecture of 3G system is shown in Fig. 1 for three layer cell structure, where any mobile station (MS) can make intra system handover from one layer to another depending on its mobility.

Section 2 of the paper deals with overflow traffic of three layered cell in generalized form and we call it composite traffic model. Section 3 presents the proposed call admission control scheme, while Subsection 3.1 implements the traffic model of Section 3 based on Markovian chain and mathematical expressions of data, new voice call and handover voice call blocking probability are derived. Section 4 depicts the results graphically for different traffic parameters. In this paper we ignored the take-back phenomenon in our new call admission scheme for simplicity of analysis; of course, the take-back is included in composite traffic mode of Section 2.

2. Composite traffic model

Here overlaid cell carries overflow traffic from underlain cell. At the same time take-back alleviates overloading of any upper layer cell in order to reduce blocking probability. State transition diagram for three layer cell structure of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2, where number of channel of micro cell is \(n\), that of macro cell is \(m\) and that of satellite cell is \(k\). Few states are unreachable here, like [7, 8] due to the take-back phenomenon. These states are marked by crosses in Fig. 2.

Here:
- \(\mu_1\) – termination rate of micro cell,
- \(\mu_2\) – termination rate of macro cell,
- \(\mu_3\) – termination rate of satellite cell,
- \(\lambda\) – average arrival rate of new or handoff call on any cell.

Solution of the Markovian chain yields following equations using cut equations of [9, 10] and [18, 19]. Probability of
Call blocking probability equal is

\[
B(m) = \frac{A^{n+m+k}}{n! \prod_{i=1}^{m} (n+i) \prod_{t=1}^{k} (r+t)}
\]

where \( r = m + n \).

Probability of utilization of macro cell channel is defined by the following formula:

\[
Ma(m) = \frac{A^n m^m}{n! \prod_{i=1}^{m} (n+i) \prod_{t=1}^{k} (r+t)}
\]

where \( r = m + n \).

Probability of utilization of micro cell channel taking equal termination rate, \( \mu_1 = \mu_2 = \mu_3 = \mu \) and \( A = \lambda/\mu \) is derived like:

\[
M_i(m) = \sum_{i=0}^{n} \frac{A^i}{n! \prod_{s=1}^{m+n} (n+s) \prod_{t=1}^{k} (r+z)}
\]

(1)

where \( r = m + n \).

Probability of utilization of macro cell channel is defined by the following formula:

\[
Ma(m) = \frac{A^n m^m}{n! \prod_{i=1}^{m} (n+i) \prod_{t=1}^{k} (r+t)}
\]

(2)

And the probability of utilization of satellite cell channel is

\[
Sa(m) = \frac{A^n m^m}{n! \prod_{i=1}^{m} (n+i) \prod_{t=1}^{k} (r+t)}
\]

(3)

3. New call admission control scheme

In the previous section we did not distinguish between data and voice traffic where call arrival rate \( \lambda \) is simply ruled by Poisson's distribution. Arrivals include data call, new voice call and voice handover call. In this call admission scheme we put emphasis on voice traffic rather than data traffic. Here both data and voice traffic share channels of a micro cell. Any data arrival beyond the capacity of micro cell will be blocked, but overflow voice traffic will be supported by the overlaid macro cell.

![Fig. 3. Proposed call admission control.](image)

![Fig. 4. State transition chain of the proposed scheme.](image)
Here: $\lambda_t$ – voice call arrival rate, 
$\mu_v$ – termination rate of voice call, 
$\lambda_h$ – voice handover call arrival rate, 
$\mu_{vh}$ – termination rate of voice handover call, 
$n$ – number of channels of micro cell, 
$m$ – number of channels of macro cell, 
$k$ – number of channels of satellite cell, 
$\alpha_1 > \alpha_2 > \alpha_3 > \alpha_4 > \ldots$ – probabilities of thinning scheme for micro cell, 
$\beta_1 > \beta_2 > \beta_3 > \beta_4 > \ldots$ – probabilities of thinning scheme for macro cell.

Solution of the Markovian chain yields the following equations using cut equations presented in [18,19].

Equations (5)–(7) shown at the top of this page define the following parameters:

- blocking probability of data call $Bd(n,m,k)$ – Eq. (5);
- blocking probability of new voice call $V(n,m,k)$ – Eq. (6);
- probability of handover failure of voice call $HF(n,m,k)$ – Eq. (7).

\[
Bd(n,m,k) = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{n} A_i^n}{n!}\sum_{j=1}^{m} \frac{\lambda^r_j \prod_{i=1}^{r} \alpha_i}{\prod_{j=1}^{n}(n\mu_v + j\mu_v)} + \frac{\lambda^m_v \prod_{i=1}^{m} \alpha_i}{\prod_{j=1}^{m}(n\mu_v + j\mu_v)} + \frac{\lambda^r_h \prod_{j=1}^{r} \beta_j}{\prod_{i=1}^{r}(n\mu_v + m\mu_v + i\mu_{vh})} 
\]

\[
V(n,m,k) = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{n} A_i^n}{n!}\sum_{j=1}^{m} \frac{\lambda^r_j \prod_{i=1}^{r} \alpha_i}{\prod_{j=1}^{n}(n\mu_v + j\mu_v)} 
\]

\[
HF(n,m,k) = \frac{\lambda^m_v \prod_{i=1}^{m} \alpha_i}{\prod_{j=1}^{m}(n\mu_v + j\mu_v)} + \frac{\lambda^r_h \prod_{j=1}^{r} \beta_j}{\prod_{i=1}^{r}(n\mu_v + m\mu_v + i\mu_{vh})} 
\]
4. Results

Figure 5 shows graphs of Eqs. (1)–(4) plotted against number of channels. The graph reveals that probability of utilization of micro cell channel increases but that of macro and satellite cell channel decrease with rising number of micro cell channels. Again, probability of utilization of micro cell channel remains fixed, that of macro cell increases, but that of satellite cell channel decreases with increased number of macro cell channels. Probability of utilization of both micro and macro cell channel remains approximately constant, but that of satellite cell channel increases with increase in number of satellite cell channels \( k \). Call blocking probability decreases for all three cases with increase in number of channels.
In our proposed call admission scheme the blocking probability of micro cell includes only blocking of data call, blocking of macro cell only covers new arrival part of voice call and finally blocking of satellite cell results in handover failure.

Effects of those phenomena are shown in Fig. 6, assuming: \( \lambda_d = 10 \) calls/min, \( \mu_d = 4 \) calls/min, \( \lambda_v = 6 \) calls/min, \( \mu_v = 3 \) calls/min, \( \lambda_{oh} = 1.2 \) calls/min, \( \mu_{oh} = 0.8 \) calls/min, \( \alpha_1 = 0.9, \alpha_2 = 0.8, \alpha_3 = 0.75, \beta_1 = 0.9, \beta_2 = 0.8, \beta_3 = 0.75, \) and \( \beta_4 = 0.7 \). The probability of handover failure against number of channel of micro cell is plotted in Figs. 7 and 8, taking channel count of macro and satellite cell as parameter.

5. Conclusions

It is demonstrated in previous sections that, when increasing the channel capacity of any layer, the cell or channel utilization of that layer increases with decreased or constant utilization of other layers, which validates the composite traffic analysis. Falling slope and decreased height of curves with increase of \( m \) and \( k \) validates the analysis of the proposed call admission scheme. In this traffic model, the handover voice call gets maximum opportunity of using trunk of overlaid cells to minimize probability of forced termination. Handover part of data call were included in total arrival part of traffic. It would not be a difficult job to implement a different call admission control scheme providing guard channel of macro cell to carry data handover traffic. Here all traffic parameters were evaluated based on one dimensional Markovian chain of Figs. 2 and 4. Still there is a room for improvement of results by considering three dimensional chain of three types of arrival traffic (data, new voice call and handover voice arrival). Inclusion of impatient users and take-back could further improve modeling accuracy.
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